PESCO
INTERNATIONAL
FRANCHISING
HOW TO BECOME ONE OF OUR FRANCHISEES

ARE YOU READY
TO JOIN PES.CO?
All you have to know to become FRANCHISEE.
Pes.co is looking for partners in its global expansion
program. From its starting locations in Venice and Vienna
it offers a fresh and original concept for an Italian
restaurant and social bar. Pes.co’s objective is to take its
formula worldwide. Let’s start from the beginning and say
a few words about this format.

Pes.co offers a new generation of spaces that build on
the original idea of the restaurant and the bar. What is
unique to Pes.co is the particular aptitude it has for the
social experience. The concept is a fusion of a wide range of
genuine and convivial Italian dishes to be shared from large
centerpieces, together with the essential feature of the bar
experience. The spaces themselves are fitted out with designer
furniture with an urban mood and natural elements. The
rooms are infused with vibrant, positive energy and music
that can be breathed in by all those enjoying the atmosphere
of these locations. Pes.co is all about a fresh and exciting
food and entertainment experience.

DISCOVER MORE ABOUT THE PES.CO WORLD:
WWW.PESCORESTAURANTS.COM

PES.CO FRANCHISING

PES.CO FORMAT
THE CONCEPT
Pes.co reinvents the concept of the Italian restaurant bringing to the world
the best of the Italian Lifestyle. Pes.co “distinctiveness” is the result of the
combination of a number of elements:

THE FORMULA
Pes.co mix of distinctive features creates something never-seen and unique.
Get familiar with Pes.co formula!

1) the Italian Food, one of the most appreciated “luxur y products” worldwide,
that can be tasted by everyone in its most authentic interpretation at Pes.co;
2) the Social Restaurant concept, a different and innovative way to re-read the
traditional restaurant as a place to share the best of food & beverage in a
more friendly and smar t way;
3) the Social Bar, an even more informal way of sharing Italian food and
beverages, at the very hear t of ever y Pes.co location, the core from which the
“sparkling” mood of Pes.co originates and diffuses;

ITALIAN
FOOD

SOCIAL BAR

SOCIAL
RESTAURANT

4) the Urban Resort Mood of Pes.co Locations: a fresh, relaxing and
international atmosphere, full of music and enter tainment, modern “resor ts“ in
the hear t of the main world cities.
5) the Friendly Staff, the main link between Pes.co concept and our guests: the
primary source of the Social Attitude that attract Pes.co aficionados;
6) the Global Format concept, since Pes.co is never the same as itself: in ever y
new city, Pes.co mixes the best of the local features with the Italian Lifestyle,
so giving life, every time, to something unique and never-seen.
Many unique elements, but a simple philosophy to keep them together :
good food has to be shared!
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WHY PES.CO IS A
SUCCESSFUL FORMAT
THE FACTORS THAT MAKE THE PES.CO A WORLDWIDE SUCCESS
STORY.
Now that you can imagine how a Pes.co location can become your
venue, we can give you the reasons why your new restaurant will be a
real success.

Pes.co is an international format that “works” because of
• the uniqueness of its format
• its broad appeal to a wide customer range due to the extensive food
selection offered
• the presence of the bar, events and interesting initiatives together with
the online and offline promotional experience;
• the constant, expert and transparent support provided for franchisees;
• the strength of the Italian brand in an the international catering
industry;
• the solidity of the brand image, extended to all those elements that
represent the format.
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WHAT PES.CO
WILL DO FOR YOU
PES.CO IS COMMITTED AS FRANCHISOR TO THE PROVISION OF A
WHOLE SERIES OF SUPPORT SERVICES FOR YOUR BUSINESS, which
include:
• Analysis of the catchment area and assignment of an exclusivity area
• A feasibility study of and the approval of the facility
• Restaurant planning and turnkey start-up
• Agreements with supplier partners
• Agreements with sponsor partners
• A coordinated Pes.co image, and brand features
• Assistance with bureaucracy
• Training and assistance
• Assessments of personnel (if requested)
• Start-up marketing plan
• Purchase base for products and consumer goods
• Operating Manual
• Marketing activities assistance (e.g. social networking)
• Provision of music playlists for the location
• Software management
• Performance monitoring
• New product/services appraisal
• Periodic checkup meetings
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FRANCHISING
FORMULAS
THERE ARE TWO TYPES OF MEMBERSHIP:
STANDARD AND MASTER.
A) STANDARD FORMULA
The standard affiliation formula consists in opening a single location
(though an affiliate can be the owner of more than one Pes.co
restaurant) with training and support provided by the Franchisor.

The standard affiliate with the right profile may have first refusal on an
Area Master position.

B) MASTER FORMULA
The Master member opens a location as “pilot” location for the area as
the Area Master “purchases” the territory within which a network and
support system is developed for its own affiliates.

Areas may vary in size and involve costs proportional to the number
of suitable cities for possible openings.The Franchisor will train and
support the Master and assist him in providing services for the standard
affiliates
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REQUIREMENTS
FOR THE STANDARD
WHAT WE REQUIRE FROM THE PARTNER WHO OPTS FOR THE
STANDARD FORMULA
The first requirements are a good business attitude and strong
identification with the Pes.co project.

The affiliate also commits himself to setting up a Pes.co restaurant with
100-150 seats in accordance with the Franchisor’s indications as regards
the planning and set-up, the atmosphere and the music, the service and
the menu, as well as structural and management software, purchasing
policy (contracted suppliers of genuinely Italian products, except for
fruit and vegetables), the price list to diners, opening times and staff
coordination (with around 15 employees).

LOCATION: there must 300 to 400 square metres of available commercial
space in a central or semi-central position of a city of a population of
at least 150,000 to 200,000 people (the tourist population will be included).
The facility must be in compliance the law and regulations of the
country in which it is opening (e.g. flues, ventilation and gas recycling,
the presence of and the types of bathrooms etc.).
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ECONOMICS
FOR THE STANDARD
WHAT KIND OF INVESTMENT ARE WE LOOKING AT?
The initial franchise fee we request from the partner is 30,000 Euro which
covers active Pes.co participation for getting the project off the ground.
Our estimates tell us that the initial investment is approximately 550,000
euro, which is relates to:
• Legal, incorporation and administrative fees;
• Planning and set-up;
• Equipment;
• Product purchasing (food & beverages);
• Marketing costs for the opening;
• Installation;
• Other costs.

ROYALTIES: Pes.co is paid by its partner 5% of monthly income.

REVENUES: FORECAST REVENUES WILL GO FROM 1.2 MLN EUROS TO 1.5 MLN EURO,
DEPENDING ON THE COUNTRY IN WHICH THE NEW PES.CO LOCATION WILL BE
SITED.
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REQUIREMENTS
FOR THE MASTER
WHAT WE REQUIRE FROM THE PARTNER WHO OPTS FOR THE
MASTER FORMULA
As with the standard formula a good business attitude and strong
identifìcation with the Pes.co project are essential requirements.

The Area Master will start the pilot premises as a standard affiliate
and then gradually take charge of some of the franchisor’s typical
functions as delegated to him according to his areas of expertise.
These will include:
• First location appraisal;
• Set-up assistance;
• Assistance with bureaucracy;
• Training and updates;
• Marketing assistance (opening and periodic check-ups);
• Assistance in restaurant management.

The organizational structure will initially be limited to a commercial
figure or/and a broker and then, with support from the franchisor, staff
dealing with logistics, administration and management. There will also
be representative for the affiliate network and a general manager (who
will ideally by the affiliate himself or a person in his trust).
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ECONOMICS
FOR THE MASTER
WHY THE MASTER FORMULA IS SO PROFITABLE

The Master member’s fìnancial commitment is to the opening of a Pes.co
restaurant that serves as pilot premises for the selected area and the
“purchase” of that area itself.

The Master has 3 income sources:
• PROFITS FROM THE DIRECT OPENINGS
• AFFILIATION FEES
• ROYALTIES FROM AFFILIATED PREMISES

The Area Master operates as a Franchisor and has therefore there is in
place the financial structure typical of franchising agreements, which
involves the fìrst phase investments, the second phase in extension of the
network (with affiliates as start-ups), and a third phase with increasing
annual revenues. The return on investment thus varies with time,
increasing as the network expands. In a hypothetical example (Master
Area=Poland) there could be a RO.I. of more than 100% in less than 3 years.
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THE 7 STEP TO
START YOUR PES.CO
RESTAURANT

1. FIRST CONTACT
The first request for information on Pes.co franchising will be
followed by a telephone meeting and the sending of the brochure.

2. FIRST MEETING
If both parties are interested a meeting is arranged with the
franchise management team to look at strategic and financial
aspects. All being well, following this a standard network
contract is delivered or it is integrated into a master contract.

3. VISIT AND contraCT
NOTE ON START-UP TIME SCALES:
The length of the process will vary depending on the variety of possible situations (e.g. the
availability of a suitable property). A month is the minimum time needed for the affiliation
process (the first 4 steps), as prescribed by Italian law. Much will depend on the location study.
It will take two months to draw up the plan and select suppliers and a further 2 months for the
setting-up of the restaurant (steps 5 and 6).Our estimate therefore for the completion of the
process through to the opening of the new restaurant is about 6 months.

Then follows a visit to a working Pes.co restaurant if this has not
already taken place. The 	feasibility of the location and the facility
is then assessed. The affiliation request is then presented.

4. LOCATION STUDY	
Once the affiliation request is signed. The location and facility
study is carried out on the position of the new Pes.co establishment.

5. THE PLAN
Based on the chosen location a restaurant plan is drawn up that
must be agreed on by the affiliate.

6. PRE-OPENING
The suppliers will be selected and the set-up programmed. The time
schedule will be determined by the facility’s initial condition.

7. OPENING	
When everything is in place the agreed Marketing plan is put into
effect and finally a new Pes.co restaurant is opened.
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DISCOVER MORE ABOUT THE PES.CO WORLD:
WWW.PESCORESTAURANTS.COM

franchising@pescorestaurants.com
www.pescorestaurants.com

